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Abstract
Reliable sender-based one-to-many protocols do not scale well due mainly to implosion caused
by excessive rate of feedback packets arriving from receivers. We show that this problem can be
circumvented by making the sender poll the receivers at carefully planned timing instants, so that
the arrival rate of feedback packets is not large enough to cause implosion. We describe a generic
end-to-end protocol which incorporates this polling mechanism together with error and ow control
mechanisms, and an architecture that implements it. We analyse the behaviour of our protocol using
simulations which indicate that our scheme can be eective in minimising losses due to implosion, and
achieve high throughput with low network cost.
Keywords: Implosion, Reliable Multicast, Transport Protocols.
1 Introduction
The working principles behind reliable sender-initiated ([1]) one-to-one (unicast) protocols, such as TCP
([2]), are well-known. Extending them for one-to-many (multicast) communication brings scalability
problems, in particular that of implosion. The ack-implosion problem ([3], [4]) is an acute shortage of
resources caused by the volume and synchrony of acknowledgments, leading to packet losses and increase
in network cost and latency.
One solution is to use the receiver-initiated approach. Protocols which take this approach, such as the
Scaleable Reliable Multicast, or SRM ([5]) and the Log-Based Reliable Multicast, or LBRM ([6]), generally

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scale better because: (a) the processing burden is shifted to the receivers, and (b) feedback packets are
used only as retransmission requests. By eliminating obligatory positive acknowledgements for each data
packet, network cost is reduced and so is the risk of implosion. However, these protocols are not entirely
free from implosion: when the same losses are experienced by many receivers, an \avalanche" of negative
acknowledgements known as nack-implosion ([7]) can occur. Further, the sender's lack of knowledge
about the status of receivers leads to error and ow control problems not encountered in sender-initiated
protocols. For example, the sender may have to store transmitted packets longer than the application
requires, and at any given time, it cannot guarantee how many packets are being successfully delivered
and to how many receivers.
We develop in this paper a reliable multicast protocol that provides ecient error and ow control
and has a mechanism to minimise implosion. The basic idea in minimizing implosion is to use polling
([8]): a receiver responds with a feedback packet only upon being requested or polled; the sender polls
receivers at carefully planned timings so that the arrival rate of feedback packets is not large enough to
cause implosion. We analysed the behaviour of our protocol using simulations which indicate that our
scheme can be eective in minimising losses due to implosion.
Our protocol is developed in the context of a large number of receivers organised in a multicast tree
with the sender at the root. (Similar to TMTP ([9]), RMTP ([10]), and LGC ([11]), we have chosen the
tree structure because it allows faster error control and recovery through localised communication ([12]).)
We assume that a receiver receives packets from, and sends its feedback to, its immediate parent in the
tree. With its recursive structure for forward and reverse propagation in mind, in this paper we focus on
a single unit of this recursion: an end-to-end protocol in which a non-leaf receiver or the sender (called
generally the parent) reliably transmits to a set of NC receivers (the child nodes). Reliable, in this case,
means that \at the end of transmission the parent knows that every member in its membership set has
received all data packets transmitted".
The following are assumed: connection setup and termination phases precede and succeed, respectively,
a transmission phase, during which all transfer of data from the parent to the children occurs. Though
no new member is allowed during the transmission, a child may leave the destination set, by own will,
or be disconnected by the parent because of repeated absence of responses. Although aimed to work at
transport level, the protocol is generic. The only requirement is an underlying point-to-point (unreliable)
transmission mechanism; however, we assume a (unreliable) multipoint mechanism capable of eciently
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propagating copies of a packet to its destinations. An upper-layer at the sending host produces data to
the sender-end of the protocol, which assembles packets and transmit them across the network to the
receiver hosts; there, each receiver-end processes the packets, potentially returns responses, and orderly
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delivers the data to the upper-level (packets are consumed by the upper-level).
The rest of this document is organised as follows. First, we begin by describing the main features of
the protocol. Section 3 presents an overview of the protocol architecture. Simulation results are shown
and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Protocol Description
The protocol solves the problem of a parent node having to reliably transmit a number of data packets
to NC children. Failures during transmission result in packets being lost or corrupted and discarded.
To deal with packet losses, the parent keeps a copy of each transmitted packet in its buer until a
conrmation of receipt of that packet is obtained from all children (packet becomes fully acknowledged).
In our protocol, a child indicates the receipt or non-receipt of packets only upon being explicitly requested
to do so. The parent polls the children selectively to avoid an implosion of responses; in response to a
polling request, a child positively acknowledges (or acks for short) the packets it has received so far and
negatively acknowledges (or nacks for short) the packets which appear to be missing. There are four
dierent types of packets that can be exchanged between the parent and the children: (a) data packets
which contain only data; (b) poll packets containing no data but only a polling request identifying a set
of children to return a response; (c) datapoll packets, containing both data and a polling request; and,
(d) resp packets, returned by a child with feedback. Each data packet is assumed to have a sequential
number (seq) which can uniquely identify the packet. (We assume seq is large enough to avoid problems
that arise when sequence numbers are wrapped around and reused.) A data packet is said to be earlier
than another data packet if the former has a smaller sequence number.
2.1 Sliding Windows and Poll Responses
The error and ow control of our protocol are based on a sliding window scheme. At the parent, data is
assembled into xed-size packets and transmitted by the protocol. As stated earlier, the parent keeps a
copy of every transmitted data packet until it is acked by all children; for this purpose, the parent has a
buer that can accommodate S data packets. At a child, the upper-layer may be slow and consequently
some packets available for consumption may remain unconsumed. Received packets remain unconsumable
if an earlier packet has not been received. In order to store the unconsumed and the unconsumable
packets, every child R
i
is assumed to have a nite size buer that can accommodate S data packets. The
buer size S is negotiated at connection setup, and assumed to remain constant during the transmission.
Each child keeps a receiving windowW
i
that is characterised by a left edge LE
i
, a size S, which is also
the size of the buer, and the highest received sequence numberHR
i
from the parent (HR
i
is set to the seq
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of a packet received from the parent if seq > HR
i
). LE
i
is the minimum between the sequence number of
the earliest unconsumed packet in R
i
and the sequence number of the earliest packet yet to be received by
R
i
. Thus LE
i
refers to the smallest sequence number of the packet that is either waiting to be consumed
or expected to be received. W
i
is a boolean vector indexed by seq, LE
i
 seq < LE
i
+S :W
i
[seq] is true
if R
i
has received the data packet seq, or false otherwise.
The parent keeps a set of NC sending windows, oneW
p;i
for each child R
i
. W
p;i
is the parent's (latest)
knowledge of W
i
of R
i
. Like W
i
, it is characterised by a left edge, denoted as LE
p;i
, and size S. LE
p;i
and HR
p;i
are the parent's knowledge of LE
i
and HR
i
, respectively. For seq, LE
p;i
 seq < LE
p;i
+ S,
W
p;i
[seq] indicates the parent's knowledge of whether R
i
has received the data packet seq; it is initially
set to false. Finally, the parent keeps the variable HS to record the largest seq of data packets multicast
so far, and thus applies to all W
p;i
.
When the parent sends a polling request, it includes the following information: (a) a timestamp
denoted as poll.ts, which is the time when the poll/datapoll was sent; (b) the set of children denoted
as poll.cld that are being requested by this poll to respond; and, (c) a sequence number poll.seq which
indicates the seq of the data packet that was sent just before or with this poll (that is, poll.seq will be
HS). When child R
i
receives a poll, it checks whether its id is part of poll.cld. If so, the child responds
by sending a packet resp to the parent containing (a) resp.w, which is the copy of its receiving window
(resp.w.le contains the value of LE
i
); (b) resp.w.hr, the value of HR
i
; (c) a timestamp resp.ts, and
(d) a sequence number resp.seq. The values of resp.ts and resp.seq are the same as the poll.ts and
poll.seq, respectively. The resp.ts enables the parent to distinguish earlier responses from later ones,
since it is possible to send more than one polling request without advancing HS (i.e., with no new data
being transmitted between successive poll requests). It is also used by the parent to estimate the round
trip time (rtt) between itself and the child: rtt measured is the arrival time of resp at the parent
minus the resp.ts.
When the parent receives a resp packet from R
i
, it updates its variables related to R
i
: LE
p;i
 
maxfLE
p;i
; resp.w.leg, HR
p;i
 maxfHR
p;i
; resp.w.hrg and only then, for all seq, resp.w.le
seq resp.w.hr, W
p;i
[seq]  W
p;i
[seq]_resp.w[seq]. From W
p;i
, the parent can infer that R
i
has
received all data packets with seq, seq < LE
p;i
or W
p;i
[seq] = true, and not received packets with seq,
seq  HR
p;i
and W
p;i
[seq] = false; all packets with seq, HR
p;i
< seq  HS are in transit and have not
reached R
i
. Based on these inferences, the parent detects and handles packet losses.
A snapshot of windows at the children and the parent nodes at a given time is shown in Figure 1; S
is assumed to be 10. LE
1
is the seq of the earliest missing packet in R
1
(]100), which prevents packets
]101   102 from being made available for consumption. HR
1
= 104 means that R
1
does not know
whether the packets from ]105 onwards are yet to be transmitted by the parent or have already been
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Figure 1: Example of the sliding windows.
transmitted. Let resp
1
and resp
2
be the last responses which the parent has received from R
1
and R
2
,
respectively. ComparingW
p;1
withW
1
indicates that ever since R
1
has sent resp
1
it has received packets
]99, ]102, and ]104, and its W
1
has slid (to the right) by two packets due to the consumption of packets
]98 and ]99. Similarly,W
p;2
andW
2
indicate that after sending resp
2
, R
2
has received packets ]101, ]102,
and ]105, and the window has not slid. The consumption at R
2
seems rather slow because the packets
]97  102 (see W
2
) are consumable but remain unconsumed. Finally, HS, which cannot be smaller than
max fHR
1
; HR
2
g, is taken to be 105 in the gure.
2.2 Flow Control
Our protocol employs a window-based ow control mechanism: a sliding window is used to determine how
many new packets can be safely multicast without causing buer overow at the children. Since packets
are transmitted to all children, the child with the smallest number of free buer spaces will determine the
number of new transmissions.
The parent determines the eective window (EW
p;i
) for each child R
i
, where EW
p;i
denotes the
number of new packets child R
i
can take without buer overow: EW
p;i
 (LE
p;i
+ S)   (HS + 1).
If EW
p;i
> 0, R
i
has space in its buer to receive at least EW
p;i
new packets (child R
i
can receive
more than EW
p;i
packets without buer overow if some packets were consumed while its poll response
was being transmitted to the parent.) Since the parent has to wait for the slowest children, EW
p
,
EW
p
 minfEW
p;i
j 8i : 1  i  NCg, new packets are transmitted. We dene a sending window W
p
for the parent with LE
p
 min fLE
p;i
j 1  i  NCg and size S. When LE
p
+ S = (HS + 1), EW
p
is
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zero and the W
p
is said to be closed, blocking transmissions of new data from the parent.
Referring to Figure 1, we provide an example to illustrate how the scheme with multiple windows
regulates new transmissions by the parent and avoids buer overow at the children. As LE
p;1
= 98 and
HS = 105, EW
p;1
= (98 + 10)  (105 + 1) = 2, and as LE
p;2
= 97, EW
p;2
= (97 + 10)  (105 + 1) = 1.
After R
i
has transmitted the last response (resp
1
), W
1
has slid by two packets; so, R
1
can receive 4 new
packets ]106 109 (more than EW
p;1
). R
2
depicts the worst case when LE
p;2
= LE
2
and W
2
has not slid
since the last response was sent. The ow control scheme caters for this worst case: EW
p
= min f1; 2g = 1
and the parent can transmit only a single packet, ]106.
In addition to the window-based scheme, the protocol allows the user to set a maximum transmission
rate by establishing an inter-packet gap (IPG), which we dene as the minimum interval to be observed
between the transmission of any two packets by the parent.
2.3 Polling Mechanism
A sender-initiated unicast reliable protocol, such as TCP ([2]), typically triggers one acknowledgement per
one or two data packets transmitted. A reliable multicast protocol, such as [13] and [1], results roughly
in one acknowledgement per data packet per receiver. Expressing these in polling terms, the parent can
be regarded to include a polling request to all receivers in every data packet it sends. Even though
this allows the protocol to be simple at both ends, the protocol cannot scale due to implosion. To avoid
implosion, our protocol is designed to request only a selected set of children at any given time so that
the responses generated thereby do not arrive at a rate larger than some chosen value. This may result
in a child not being polled during the transmission of a (nite) number of data packets; so, naturally,
a response from a child will ack not just a single packet but will ack/nack all packets received/missed
between successive poll requests.
Polling requests cause response packets to be sent to the parent. If the rate of responses exceeds a
given threshold, there will be losses due to implosion. Such losses result from a shortage of resources at the
host and network caused by the volume and synchrony of response packets. We thus dene the maximum
\allowable" arrival rate of incoming responses as the implosion threshold rate, or ITR for short. Though
ITR cannot be known precisely, we assume that it can be estimated with reasonable accuracy (see [6]).
To avoid losses by implosion, the protocol controls the arrival rates and timings of response packets
returned by children. The mechanism aims at implementing a given response rate (RR), which is an
input value of the protocol. The lower is the RR, the fewer will be the implosion losses. Also, a smaller
RR means that only fewer responses can be received in a given interval; this can lead to longer delays
in obtaining acks from all children; hence the parent may be blocked (because of closed W
p
) longer from
making new transmissions. Thus, a smaller RR may also result in smaller throughput. To seek a balance
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Figure 2: Polling scheme based on allocation of responses in time.
between throughput and implosion losses, it is preferable to have RR equal to ITR (in section 4, we
show that the throughput is not signicantly aected when RR is set to slightly underestimated values
of ITR). In order to keep the arrival rate of responses equal to RR, the mechanism controls the arrival
times of responses by planning ahead the time when every given child should be requested to respond.
This mechanism is explained in more detail below.
Time is divided into epochs, time intervals of xed-length ", where " = kIPG for some k  1. Epochs
are denoted as E
n
, with n = 0; 1; ::. A response quota, denoted as RQ and calculated as RQ bRR "c,
is initially allocated to each epoch. The polling mechanism estimates the arrival time of responses using
its estimate of rtt, and schedules the transmission of polling requests such that at most RQ responses
are expected to be received during any epoch. A vector, called Anticipated Response Count, or ARC
for short, is maintained to keep track of the number of responses which have been planned to arrive in
an epoch. ARC is indexed by the epoch number; ARC[n] is initialised to 0 and incremented by 1 if the
response for a planned poll is expected to arrive during E
n
. In Figure 2, t
c
is the current time and RQ is 3.
ARC[n+2] = ARC[n+5] = 0, since no poll response is expected during E
n+2
and E
n+5
; ARC[n+4] = 2
as two responses are expected to arrive in E
n+4
.
The time to send a poll request to R
i
is planned as follows: (i) assuming that a polling request can
be sent immediately
2
, nd the earliest epoch E
n
such that E
n
contains or follows the time clock +RTT
i
(where clock represents the current clock value and RTT
i
the rtt estimate for R
i
) and ARC[n] < RQ;
(ii) increment ARC[n] by 1; (iii) assign the estimated sending time (est
i
) of the polling request to R
i
to
be est
i
= max fclock; n " RTT
i
g. There is at most one polling planned ahead for each child, and this
information is kept in a table called the planned polling table, or PPT . The planning of a poll for a given
child R
i
happens in any one of three situations: (a) just before a data packet is to be transmitted to
2
How this assumption is met is described later.
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Ri
3
and R
i
is not in PPT ; (b) R
i
reports a buer full of unconsumed packets (W
p;i
[seq] = true for all
seq : LE
p;i
 seq < LE
p;i
+ S); and (c) when R
i
appears not to have returned its response for a polling
request (more details in section 2.4).
The transmission of a polling request is carried out according to the timing information in PPT .
There are two types of situations which could lead to the examination of PPT for scheduled poll timings.
In the rst case, PPT is examined just before a data packet is to be sent. The set of children with
est
i
 clock is removed from PPT and piggybacked onto the ongoing data packet. The second case
refers to the situations where there is no data packet to be sent or an available packet cannot be sent due
to closed W
p
. In that case, the next polling time (NPT ) is estimated to be one IPG plus the minimum
of the est
i
in PPT . At NPT , a poll packet is sent requesting the set of children with est
i
 NPT .
When no data packet can be sent, successive NPTs will be at least one IPG apart. This ensures that
only one poll packet is used to request all children whose est are between NPT   IPG and NPT . If it
ever becomes possible to send a data packet between NPT   IPG and NPT , then the scheduled poll
at NPT is cancelled, and a new NPT is computed if PPT is not empty and there is no data to be sent.
Observe that in both cases the polling mechanism allows up to one IPG to elapse between the scheduled
and actual transmission times of a poll request.
Note also that there is no guarantee that every given response will be received in the expected epoch.
This is because the mechanism embodies three sources of unpredictability: (a) it allows a polling request
planned for est
i
to be sent anytime between est
i
and est
i
+ IPG; (b) the processing loads at the host
cpu may cause the time between successive transmission of polling requests exceed IPG; this may further
increase the dierence between est
i
and actual transmission times; (c) the rtt delays used are only
estimates, and they need not be valid for the prevailing network conditions, particularly if conditions
uctuate widely. Responses may thus arrive before or after the predicted time, and thus potentially
outside the expected epochs. The amount of losses caused by such \rogue" responses are inuenced by
(a), (b) and (c), as well as by the values adopted as ". Using a higher value for " (and thus higher RQ)
results in fewer but larger epochs, decreasing the probability of a response arriving outside the expected
epoch. However, with greater RQ, then some responses may be lost if all expected responses in a given
epoch arrive en masse at the same point in that epoch.
2.4 Handling Absent Poll Responses
Polling requests and responses can be lost during transmission. So, to avoid waiting for ever to receive a
response from a given polled child R
i
, the parent waits on a retransmission timeout (RTO
i
). The parent
3
If est
i
turns out to be the current time, then a polling request to R
i
is included in the data packet which then becomes
a datapoll packet.
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calculates the RTO
i
based on the estimated rtt delay between itself and R
i
, i.e., RTT
i
. Since every
resp packet brings a fresh rtt measurement, the protocol can keep reasonably accurate rtt estimates
without transmitting additional packets.
When no response is received from a polled child within the RTO
i
, the parent declares the response
to be absent. The absence of a poll response from a given child can be due to one of the following: (a)
a transient failure caused the polling request to be lost or discarded; (b) the response transmitted by the
child did not reach the parent due to a transient failure; (c) the RTO
i
is too small and the response is still
in transit; (d) the child has become permanently disconnected or failed. It is impossible for the parent to
know what exactly is the underlying cause for an absent response. The protocol deals with a suspected
absent response by repolling the child and waiting (on timeout) for a response; this repolling is repeated
for a nite number of times. If the underlying cause is (a), (b) or (c), then it is hoped that the parent
will receive a response for at least one of the polls it has sent.
The absence of a poll response does not indicate the loss of data packets which were supposed to be
acked/nacked by that poll response. If a child R
i
fails to respond within RTO
i
, then R
i
requires a repoll
as soon as possible. This is because the earlier R
i
is made to respond, the sooner a transmitted packet
will get fully acked and be removed from the buer. So, the polling mechanism plans a polling time for
R
i
with higher priority (and R
i
is said to be in repoll). This high priority scheduling is done as follows.
First, the rtt to the child is used to estimate the epoch E
m
in which the response would be received
if the polling request to R
i
were to be sent now (i.e., est
i
 clock). (c1) If ARC[m] < RQ then (a1)
ARC[m] is increased by 1. Else (if ARC[m] = RQ), then check (c2) if there is another child R
j
in PPT
which is not in repoll and from which a response is expected during E
m
. (Recall that PPT contains
information about poll requests that have not yet been transmitted.) If (c2) is true, then (a2) R
i
\steals"
the response quota from R
j
(i.e., a poll request is sent to R
i
at the earliest possible time), and R
j
is
re-scheduled following the normal scheduling procedure described in section 2.3. If both conditions (c1)
and (c2) are false for m, then repeat checking (c1) and (c2), in this order, for m+1;m+2; ::: until either
condition is satised for some m
0
, m
0
> m. Set est
i
 m
0
 " RTT
i
and then apply action (a1) or (a2),
if the condition to become true was (c1) or (c2), respectively.
Our protocol assumes that if no response is received for a given number of consecutive polls
4
, then
the underlying cause is (d) and the non-responsive node is removed from the child set. Removing a
persistently non-responsive receiver node from the set of children relieves the parent from having to wait
for acks from that node; this may open W
p
and allow the parent to transmit new packets. Once a child
is removed, any packet received from it is ignored.
4
This number is a user congurable, protocol variable.
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2.5 Data Loss Recovery
The parent node detects the loss of the packets it transmitted through the poll responses sent by the
children. The scheme employed by the parent to recover from these losses involves retransmission of
packets which can be done via multicast or selective unicasts. The way the scheme operates can inuence
the system throughput, network load, and the number of packets processed by a child. In this subsection,
we explain the rationale behind the design choices we have made for our protocol.
We will rst describe three simple, loss recovery schemes. The rst one operates on the principle of
immediately recovering from any detected loss: the loss of seq reported (through a nack) by R
i
is directly
followed by a unicast retransmission of seq to R
i
. Although very simple, this scheme may be wasteful
when a packet seq is lost by multiple children, since the same packet will be unicast multiple times. For
example, if a data packet is propagated from the parent to the children through a multicast routing tree,
the loss of a data packet near the parent would probably lead to the loss of seq in a large percentage of the
children at lower levels of the tree. So, if a packet is lost by more than one child, it may be advantageous
to retransmit it via multicast.
The second scheme pessimistically assumes that if a packet is nacked by one child then it will be nacked
by many other children as well. Based on this assumption, the packet seq is retransmitted via multicast
soon after a nack for seq is received. When the number of children that share the same loss is likely to
be large, this scheme speeds up recovery for those children whose nacks have not yet reached the parent.
On the other hand, resending a packet to a child that already has the packet, incurs unnecessary network
load, and processing cost for that child. In the extreme case, a single lossy child can cause the rest of
the group to be ooded with redundant retransmissions triggered by nacks from R
i
. Such a problem was
coined by [6] as the \crying baby" problem.
The third scheme uses a wait-and-see approach to minimise wasting of network bandwidth during
recovery. It waits for a given time collecting nacks; at the end of this waiting, if the number of collected
nacks exceeds a certain threshold value, the lost packet is multicast; otherwise the packet is unicast only
to the appropriate children. Dierent criteria can be used to limit the waiting (e.g., a xed interval)
during which nacks are collected. In general, the longer is the collection time, the more appropriate will
be the decision made for recovery, and hence the fewer will be the unnecessary packets transmitted.
Our protocol employs both the rst and the third schemes, in the following manner. The third scheme
is put in operation as soon as the parent receives the rst nack for a given packet seq. The mechanism
waits collecting nacks; if the percentage of children (out of NC) that has nacked seq reaches or exceeds
the multicast threshold ratio (MTR), the packet is multicast. The multicast, if carried out, will terminate
the waiting. If the multicast cannot be done, the waiting will terminate after each child either has
acked/nacked seq or is in repoll for having failed to respond to a poll with poll.seq seq (recovery
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is not delayed waiting for non-responsive children); this will be then followed by unicasting seq to each
child that has nacked seq. After a multicast or a series of unicasts is carried out, the workings of the third
scheme terminate; the rst scheme then becomes operative and will be in force until seq becomes fully
acked. The rst scheme is more appropriate after the third scheme because the number of children which
still require retransmissions of seq is likely to be small. Below we describe the mechanism in detail.
2.5.1 The recovery algorithm
Suppose that the parent multicasts (for the rst time) a packet with number seq to all children. Within
the parent node, the variable status(seq) records the status of a transmitted packet, and is initially set
to no nack; the set variable ALL contains all receiver nodes which the parent regards as children. The
parent computes the set acked(seq) as the set of all children from which a response has been received
acking seq, or more formally:
acked(seq) fR
i
2 ALL j seq < LE
p;i
_W
p;i
[seq]g
Consider a child R
i
in the set ALL   acked(seq). Regarding the responsive behaviour of child R
i
towards polls sent with poll.seq  seq, the child R
i
can be regarded by the parent to be in one of the
following situations: (a) it has nacked seq in response to some poll; (b) its response has been judged to
be absent for all the polls sent; or, (c) a response has not yet been received from R
i
regarding seq. In the
last case, the parent waits to decide between (a) and (b). If R
i
is in situation (a), it is grouped in the set
that represents the set of all children that have nacked the packet seq, nacked(seq). More formally,
nacked(seq) fR
i
2 ALL j :W
p;i
[seq] ^ seq  HR
p;i
g
If R
i
is in case (b), the parent will either repoll or decide to remove child R
i
from its set ALL. The set
of all children that have been repolled at least once and appear not to have responded to any of the polls
sent with poll.seq  seq are categorised as a set repolled(seq). To formally dene repolled(seq), we will
use the predicate sent(poll; i) that becomes true only if the parent has sent a polling request poll to
R
i
, and dene a set absent(poll) that contains the children whose responses for poll are judged to be
absent:
repolled(seq) fR
i
2 ALLj 8poll: sent(poll; i)^poll.seq seq : i 2 absent(poll)g
Once nacked(seq) becomes non-empty, status(seq) changes from no nack to collection and the re-
covery mechanism starts collecting nacks until the following condition becomes true:
jnacked(seq)j MTRNC _ acked(seq) [ nacked(seq) [ repolled(seq) = ALL
Once this condition is true (which may occur immediately), the parent retransmits. If jnacked(seq)j 
MTR  NC, then the packet seq is multicast to all children and the retransmission time is recorded
in a table called the retransmission table (RTxT ). This table is indexed by two parameters: [cid; seq]
where cid is the id of the child to which the packet was retransmitted and seq is the sequence number
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DATA #3
obsolete NACK #3 to be ignored
Figure 3: Example of an obsolete nack.
of the retransmitted packet. The table entry RTxT [cid; seq], if exists, indicates the latest time when the
packet seq was retransmitted to the child indicated by cid. (If RTxT has no entry for [cid; seq], then
that would mean that the packet has not yet been retransmitted to cid.) After making the multicast
retransmission, the parent enters in RTxT the time of retransmission for every child in nacked(seq) [
repolled(seq). If the above condition became true with jnacked(seq)j < MTRNC, then, for each child
in nacked(seq), the packet seq is unicast and the time of transmission is entered in the RTxT . After the
packet seq is retransmitted, the parent regards the recovery status of the packet to be retransmitted,
i.e., status(seq) retransmitted.
Suppose that the parent has received a nack for packet seq from R
i
. After it has retransmitted
the packet to R
i
, it should regard all the nacks that precede the retransmission as obsolete, avoiding
redundant retransmissions. To distinguish meaningful nacks from obsolete ones, the timestamp resp.ts
is compared with the corresponding timestamp recorded in RTxT [cid; seq], if any; if there exists the entry
RTxT [cid; seq] and resp.ts< RTxT [cid; seq], then the nack is deemed obsolete and thus ignored. Figure
3 depicts an example of an obsolete nack. A parent with four children fR
1
; R
2
; R
3
; R
4
g is assumed and the
time moves from top to bottom; the ows of data, datapoll, and resp packets are indicated by solid,
light, and broken lines, respectively. The data]3 is not received by children R
3
and R
4
, and they nack
data]3 in their responses to the poll sent along with data]4. When these responses arrive, data]3 is
re-multicast (assume MTR  50%) just after data]11 is multicast. After this retransmission, the parent
receives nacks for packet data]3 from R
3
and R
4
which were sent in response to the poll sent with
data]8. resp.ts of these nacks will be smaller than the retransmission time recorded for [R
3
; seq] and
[R
4
; seq]. So, the parent will identify the second nacks for data]3 as obsolete and discard them.
Recall that the parent removes from the set ALL any child that appears not to have responded to a
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given, user-specied number of consecutive polls. Hence repoll(seq) will become empty eventually. We
assume that a functioning child which nacks seq one or more times will receive the packet seq after a
nite number of recovery attempts by the parent. We present below the algorithm for recovering seq
which will be executed whenever the parent receives or detects the absence of resp, resp.seq seq, and
if acked(seq)  ALL:
case status(seq) f
no nack:
if (nacked(seq) 6= fg) fstatus(seq) collection;g
collection:
if (j nacked(seq) jMTRNC) f
multicast packet seq; status(seq) retransmitted;
for each R
i
2 nacked(seq) [ repolled(seq) f RTxT [i; seq] retxT ime g
g else if (acked(seq) [ nacked(seq) [ repolled(seq) = ALL)f
for each R
i
2 nacked(seq) f unicast packet to R
i
; RTxT [i; seq] retxT imeg
status(seq) retransmitted;
g break;
retransmitted:
if (received resp from R
i
with a non-obsolete nack) f
unicast packet to R
i
; RTxT [i; seq] retxT ime;
g
g
3 Protocol Architecture
In this section we describe an architecture for implementing our protocol. Our description refers to three
kinds of components: modules, queues and tables. Modules are the only active entities (threads), and are
scheduled non-preemptively (one thread can schedule one or more threads to be run at the moment or
later).
Two queues are employed, namely, a transmission queue (txq) and a timeout queue (toq). To avoid
unnecessary memory copies, only a reference to the data packet (sequence seq), not its contents, circulates
through queues and tables in the system. txq contains packets to be transmitted/retransmitted; packets
in the ascending order of their seq, so that the policy of giving priority to retransmissions over ordinary
transmissions is implemented. toq contains an entry to for every scheduled asynchronous event. Most
entries are retransmission timeouts (RTO) used to limit waiting for responses from polled children. For
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every poll sent, an entry to is made with to.ts, to.seq, and to.cld set to poll.ts, poll.seq, and
poll.cld respectively. The timeout expiry time to.exp is set to max fRTO
i
j 8i : i 2to.cldg . Also,
whenever NPT is determined an entry is made with to.exp NPT . Entries are ordered as per to.exp.
The system alarm is set for to.exp of the rst entry in toq.
There are ve main tables used at the parent node: planned polling table (ppt), response table (rt),
retransmission table (rtxt), recovery status table (rst), and missing poll table (mpt). ppt records for
each child R
i
the est
i
(which will be 0 if no poll is planned), the number of the epoch during which the
response is expected to arrive, and the priority which will be high if R
i
is in repoll. rt consists of NC
windowsW
p;i
. rtxt (realisation of RTxT in section 2.5) records for each R
i
the latest transmission time
of every packet that has been unicast to R
i
. It also contains a special entry to record the latest time of
every multicast retransmission.
Recall that a nack from R
i
for packet seq is to be processed depending on whether: (a) it is/is not the
rst nack to be received for seq; (b) it is a meaningful/obsolete nack if the packet has been retransmitted
to R
i
. rst is implemented to eciently provide the variable status(seq) described earlier. Only if the
status is retransmitted, rtxt is searched to see whether the received nack is meaningful or not.
The mpt records for each R
i
the number of consecutive polling requests for which the responses from
R
i
are found to be absent; if this count is not 0 it also records poll.ts of the last polling request for which
the response was absent. Whenever a resp from R
i
is received and if the count in mpt is not 0, then it
is modied depending on resp.ts and the timestamp recorded in mpt for R
i
: the count is decremented
by 1 if these timestamps are equal; it is set to 0 or 1 if resp.ts is larger or smaller, respectively.
Besides these ve tables, there is the arc object used for planning poll timings. Since at most one
poll is planned for a child, the arc size is NC+brtt max="c, where rtt max is the maximum expected
RTT to the children. Since rtt max cannot be safely predicted, the arc size can dynamically increase
if the measured RTT s increase; in such case, the number of entries in arc will be incremented according
to a step function.
We will now describe the modules (threads) at the parent which are: generator module (gm), trans-
mitter module (txm), response handler module (rhm), and the event manager (em); at the receiver's
side, there is a single module, called receiver (rxm). Figure 4 illustrates the interaction between these
modules. The gm's role is to take continuous data from the upper-level, divide it into xed-size data
packets, and queue them for transmission at txq. It queues a new packet only if EW
p
> 0. If EW
p
= 0
and if there is one (or more) W
p;i
full of unconsumed packets, then gm will arrange a polling request to
all such R
i
. It enqueues in txq an empty data packet (with seq = HS) to be sent to all R
i
. txm will
transform this packet into a poll packet (see below).
txm consumes the packets from txq and transmits them. While txq is non-empty, it executes the
14
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Figure 4: Overall structure of the protocol machine.
following sequence of actions: (i) take the rst packet from txq; (ii) make sure at least one IPG has
elapsed since the last transmission; (iii) plan polling for each child which is to receive this packet and
does not have a planned polling in ppt; (iv) generate a polling set pollset according to ppt contents
and piggyback pollset into the packet if pollset is not empty; if both pollset and data are empty,
then the packet is discarded; (v) assign the appropriate type to the packet; (vi) transmit the packet either
through multicast or multiple unicasts, by comparing the size of the destination set with MTR  NC;
(vii) if the packet is of type poll/datapoll, add an entry to the toq with appropriate expiry time. If
the txq becomes empty and ppt is not empty, then txm computes NPT and makes an \NPT -entry"
in toq.
The rhm handles all the feedback from children and coordinates loss detection and recovery. The
cycle executed by the response handler is as follows: (i) wait for an incoming resp packet; (ii) read a
resp packet available from the lower layer; (iii) scan the toq and remove the child R
i
that sent resp
from to.cld of all to with to.tsresp.ts; remove any to with empty to.cld from toq; (iv) update
W
p;i
of rt, and mpt if required; (v) for each seq, LE
p
 seq resp.w.hr, carry out the recovery action
for seq (as described in section 2.5.1): update rst if necessary, and identify whether a retransmission (via
multicast or unicast) is necessary. If a retransmission is necessary, queue the packet in txq.
The em sets the alarm for to.exp of the head of the toq. When the alarm expires, em inspects the
event in the entry at the head of toq. If this is a RTO event for a polling request poll sent earlier, then
mpt is updated for each child in to.cld; for every seq, LE
p
 seq poll.seq, carry out the recovery
actions as described in (v) above (by invoking a method exported by rhm). If to is about an NPT -event,
txq is examined. If txq is non-empty, nothing is done since the next transmission of data will carry
the necessary poll request; if txq is empty, em adds an empty data packet to be sent to all R
i
with
est
i
 clock.
The module rmx
i
executes the following loop at R
i
: (i) waits for packets from the lower layer; (ii)
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Connection Type Latency (L) Latency Std. Dev (SD) Error Err (%)
lan 1.5 ms 0.08 1
interlan 5 ms 0.5 1
wan 75 ms 15 10
Table 1: General properties assumed for kinds of connections.
takes available packet; (iii) updates W
i
; (iv) checks the bit in the pollset of the received packet to see
if a response is requested, and if so, return a resp packet to the parent.
4 Simulation Results
To study the behaviour of our protocol we carry out simulation experiments under various settings.
Further, to perform a comparative analysis we also simulate the sender-initiated reliable multicast protocol
described in [1]. The main characteristics of this protocol are as follows: (a) it employs a sliding window
scheme with selective retransmission (i.e., no go-back-N); (b) receivers acknowledge every packet received;
(c) loss detection is timeout-based, and recovery via global retransmissions. We chose this protocol
because it was used by [1] for comparing sender-initiated and receiver-initated schemes. We call this
protocol full feedback or ff for short, and ours, polling feedback or pf for short. We have conducted
a series of experiments for both these protocols by varying the group size and considering two dierent
network congurations.
To present the congurations considered, we rst characterise three basic types of connections between
a child and the parent, namely: lan, interlan, and wan. Each kind of connection is characterised by
a set of three attributes: propagation latency mean L, latency standard deviation (to emulate jittering)
SD, and the percentage error rate Err. The values we associate with each type are listed in table 1.
For each type we consider a network conguration in which all children are connected to the parent
by connections of that type. In addition, we consider a hybrid conguration that contains all types
of connections; at least bNC=3c children are connected to the parent by connections of a given type
(NC  3 in this conguration). The simulation results obtained were almost identical for lan and
interlan congurations, and similar for wan and hybrid congurations. For space reasons, we will
only present the results for lan and hybrid congurations.
Because of the well-known impact of the window size (to \keep the pipe full") on throughput, we
tested both pf and ff for two large window sizes (S): (a) 64 packets, and (b) innity, i.e., S equals to
the number of packets to be transmitted. When the window size is set to innity, the polling feedback
and full feedback protocols are respectively denoted as pf-iw and ff-iw. Further, to assess the impact of
implosion losses, we run the ff-iw protocol for an innite implosion threshold rate (ITR =1), and this
protocol version is called ff-iw-it. Note that none of the ff versions has implosion control mechanism;
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however, when the window size is small, it could indirectly limit the number of losses due to implosion,
for the following reason: when the sending window at the parent closes, preventing new transmissions, the
transmission rate decreases and also does the response rate. With a smaller response rate, fewer packets
will be lost due to implosion.
For the two network congurations and the ve protocol versions, we have measured the following
values for dierent group sizes: the throughput T , the relative network cost N , and the relative number of
implosion losses I . Let the amount of data to be transferred be D, the packet size be P (both measured
in bytes), and DP be the number of packets to be transmitted: DP = dD=P e. Let 4t be the period of
time (in ms) between the transmission of the rst data packet and the moment all packets become fully
acked (both events occurring at the parent), the throughput is calculated as T = DP=4t, in packets/ms.
The theoretical optimum value for T is close to the user-specied maximum transmission rate (1=IPG
packets/ms), and achieving that can be restricted by network bandwidth and window size. N is calculated
as the total number of packets exchanged TP per child per application packet, i.e., N = TP=(NCDP );
the ideal value for N is DP=(DP + 1) (one ack per child is required at the end of transmission). I is
measured as the ratio of total implosion losses to NC DP . The desired value for I is 0, i.e., no losses
due to implosion.
For a given set of parameters, we run between ten and twenty simulation runs, and the graphs shown
here have a percentage oset of under 4.9% with a condence level of 95% ([14]). The multi-thread
support of the Simula language ([15]) was used to implement the threads mentioned in the section 3.
We simulated the implosion losses in the following manner: we dene a buer at the parent for storing
the incoming responses. An incoming packet is stored in the buer if there is space, otherwise it is
discarded. At every 1=ITR a packet is consumed from the buer so long as the buer is not empty.
We assume a buer size of 16 packets and ITR = 1500 responses/sec (based on measurements in [6]).
We also assume: (a) ready supply of data by the upper level at the parent; (b) hungry upper-level at
children, with immediate consumption of consumable data; (c) a top transmission rate of 1,000 packets/sec
(IPG = 1ms); (d) RR = ITR; (e) epoch length " = 10ms; (f) transmission of 1 MB of data in 1,000
packets (DP = 1000) of 1 KB each; (g) rtts are modeled using latencies randomly generated according to
the Normal distribution; (h) packet losses due to causes other than implosion are modelled by a statistical
draw using Err; therefore, losses are assumed to be mutually independent; (i) the probability of loss Err
is applied equally to all types of packets; (j) MTR = 20% (applicable only for pf and pf-iw). A lower
MTR value would increase N , and also T ; we chose a small MTR with network cost in mind.
In Figure 5 we show the throughput for each of the ve protocol runs in the lan conguration. First
we note that the graphs for ff and ff-iw are identical; this means that the chosen window size (S = 64)
is so large compared to RTT , IPG, and Err that when the time for transmitting the i+64
th
data packet
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Figure 5: Throughput T in application packets/ms in the lan conguration.
comes, the i
th
packet has already been fully acked (i.e., W
p
never closes despite losses and recovery). It is
clear from the graph that the throughput of ff and ff-iw degrades quickly as NC increases. The reasons
are: (r1) the probability of a given data multicast not reaching at least one child increases with NC; and
(r2) implosion losses which increase with NC. Both (r1) and (r2) tend to increase the time it takes to get
a packet fully acked. The graph for ff-iw-it (which does not suer from implosion) indicates that the
poor scaleability of ff/ff-iw is mainly due to (r2). The decrease in T for ff-iw-it can only be due to
(r1).
The eect of polling in containing implosion losses can be seen by comparing pf/pf-iw with ff-iw-it;
the T achieved in pf-iw is higher than that of ff-iw-it and the dierence becomes more or less uniform
for 15  NC  40. This gain in T can be attributed to the \nack advantage" of pf protocols: the parent
can detect a lost packet by receiving a nack within one rtt after the concerned child was sent a poll
request. The ff protocol does not use nacks and relies on the absence of acks for loss detection. So the
parent can detect a packet loss only at the expiry of the corresponding RTO. Note that both pf and
ff protocols calculate RTO as twice the largest estimated RTT
i
, for all R
i
from which responses are
expected. Hence when a small number of responses are lost and when poll requests are sent frequently,
using nacks can help achieve faster error detection and recovery, and thus better throughput.
The T of pf is the same as that of pf-iw up to a point (NC = 8) and starts decreasing thereafter,
due to the following reason. In the pf protocols, as NC increases beyond a certain value, it takes longer
to poll all children. Hence, the time to get a packet fully acked increases, and with a \small" window, the
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Figure 6: Relative network cost N in the lan conguration.
transmission of new packets can get blocked more often.
The throughput gain achieved by pf and pf-iw is not at the expense of increased network cost,
as illustrated in the Figure 6. Here again the graphs for ff and ff-iw are identical, indicating that the
window size had no impact. The harmful eect of implosion losses on N can be seen from the gap between
ff-iw and ff-iw-it. The N for ff-iw-it increases with NC because more losses are experienced as NC
increases (due to the reason (r1) stated above), requiring more retransmissions. Since retransmissions
are global multicasts, the cost per child increases. The relative network cost N for pf/pf-iw becomes
suboptimal (close to 1) for NC  10, because (a) the polling scheme reduces the amount of feedback
from children, and thus decreases TP ; (b) the mechanism collects nacks to decide whether a multicast
or unicasts can provide cost-eective recovery; and (c) it is also optimistic, in the sense that it does not
interpret the absence of response as an implicit nack for those packets that could have been referred in
the missing response (see section 2.4).
We have performed experiments to measure the value of I for the ve protocols. The values for pf/pf-
iw in both congurations were close to 0. For example, the values of I for the pf protocol in the lan
conguration are 0.01 for NC = 20 and 0.007 for NC = 60. The I values in the hybrid conguration
are shown in Figure 7. The graphs for ff and ff-iw show that the chosen window size limits (unlike
in the lan conguration) the number of implosion losses, and that the dierence between ff and ff-iw
increases with NC. For the lan conguration, the window size had no impact and the values for both
ff and ff-iw were similar to those for ff-iw in the hybrid conguration. Hence, the graphs I vs. NC
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Figure 7: Relative implosion losses (I) in the hybrid conguration.
for the lan conguration are not shown.
Figure 8 shows the throughput values for the ve protocols in the hybrid conguration. Due to the
innite window, ff-iw performs better than ff for small NC values. This advantage, however, becomes
a disadvantage as NC increases, because of increased implosion losses. Hence, the performance of ff-iw
rapidly becomes poor. The protocol ff provides consistently poor performance due to implosion losses
and nite window. The performance of ff-iw-it and pf-iw are similar. Note that the latter does not
outperform the former like in the lan conguration. We believe this could be attributed to higher Err
values of wan connections which can cause more resp packets to be lost during transmission. This
suppresses the nack advantage described earlier. pf performs better than ff/ff-iw due to negligible
losses, and worse than pf-iw due to nite size window.
The relative network cost N for the hybrid conguration is shown in Figure 9 (with N in log scale).
As indicated in Figure 7, the chosen window size is small enough to limit implosion losses for ff and
hence ff exhibits a lower cost compared to ff-iw. Observe that the dierences in N for ff-iw and
ff increase with NC, just like the dierences in I increased in Figure 7. The N values for pf, pf-iw,
and ff-iw-it are close to 1, but not so close as they were in the lan conguration. Further, there is a
noticeable dierence between pf-iw and pf for all values of NC. In pf-iw, W
p
never closes and hence
poll requests are guaranteed to be piggybacked with data packets (as datapoll packets), expect after all
data packets have been transmitted. In pf, however, explicit poll packets have to be sent when no data
can be sent due to closed W
p
. The eect of using explicit poll packets on N is less pronounced in the
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Figure 8: Throughput T in application packets/ms in the hybrid conguration.
lan conguration, where pf costs very marginally more than pf-iw for large values of NC (NC  40).
In all simulation results shown, RR is set to ITR. In our nal set of experiments, we vary RR
and assess the eect on T and N in lan conguration for a large group (we xed NC = 60 children).
Increasing RR has two major eects: (e1) poll requests to any given child are sent more frequently; hence
a packet is likely to be acked sooner; (e2) as RR exceeds ITR, more response packets will be lost due
to implosion, delaying loss recovery and packet acknowledgement. Note that (e1) and (e2) compete in
promoting and suppressing nack advantage of pf protocols, respectively. Referring to Figure 10, the
throughput for pf increases rapidly as RR approaches 1000, due to (e1); for 1000 < RR  1500, the rate
of increase is reduced probably because (e2) comes into eect even before RR approaches ITR. Note
that RR can be exceeded in certain epochs, due to uncertainties caused by the jitter (see section 2.3).
For values of RR larger than ITR, (e2) is more dominant and T falls. Due to the nack advantage, pf-iw
outperforms ff-iw-it during 600  RR  1500; the T for pf-iw remains more or less at and close to
that of ff-iw-it, for larger values of RR. This indicates that (e1) and (e2) cancel each other and little
gain in T can be made by polling and using nacks when RR > ITR. The network cost N for pf and
pf-iw is less than 50% of that for ff-iw-it. The N for pf-iw increases with RR due to (e2). In pf, the
use of explicit poll packets sent to unblock W
p
increases N further. The graphs for pf in Figure 10 and
11 indicate that RR should be set to an accurate estimate of ITR for maximum T . If ITR cannot be
estimated accurately, an underestimation is preferable to overestimation.
Recall that our tests do not take into consideration the speed of the upper-level, since we assume
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ect of the RR value in the relative network cost N in the lan conguration.
prompt production of data at the parent and \hungry" consumers (of data) at the children. This might
cause a decrease in throughput for both pf and ff protocols, depending on how slow is the upper-level
in producing or consuming data. We are currently analysing the eect of ow control in the protocol
behaviour.
5 Concluding Remarks
The idea of using polling to avoid implosion is not new ([8]). In our paper we explore and extend this
idea to develop a scheme to minimise implosion losses. The essence of our mechanism scheme is that the
parent controls the arrival rate of responses by using information that is available or computable within
the parent node. rtt delays between children can widely dier, though uctuations in a given rtt can
work against our scheme. We have described our protocol and the architecture to realise it, along with
other mechanisms for error and ow control. Simulation analysis indicates that our scheme is indeed
eective in reducing implosion losses. Although the processing per feedback packet is increased at the
parent node, the amount of feedback packets can be immensely reduced. This in turn indicates that it is
possible to develop scaleable protocols using the sender-based approach.
We envisage extending this work in two major directions. First, we plan to model and assess the
processing cost at the parent and children nodes. Second, we will extend the single-level, one-to-NC
multicast protocol described here to the full multiple-level tree version (called PRMP- Polling-based
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Reliable Multicast Protocol). We will investigate ow and congestion control strategies (such as
[16]), and analyse the performance of PRMP through simulations. We also intend to analyse a variation
of PRMP, where the sender multicasts the packets directly to all receivers and feedback packets are sent
only to its immediate parent in the tree.
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